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ABSTRACT
Emotion is both prevalent in and essential to all aspects of our lives. It influences our decision-making, affects our social
relationships, and shapes our daily behaviour. With the rapid growth of emotion-rich textual content, such as micro blog
posts, blog posts, and forum discussions, rhymes etc, there is a great need to develop automatic tools for identifying and
analyzing people’s emotions expressed in text. In this study we have compared different emotion mining techniques, their
working principles, advantages and disadvantages. Different application domains discussed indicates that emotion mining
is being used in almost every aspect of day to day life, like it is playing a prominent role in Politics, tourism, media, sports
etc. The study also focuses on the challenges related to emotion mining.
Keywords:
Application domain, Challenges, Emotion mining, Lexicon Approach, Machine Learning Approach, Techniques.
1. INTRODUCTION
Emotions are a binding part of human nature that can be considered as genetic. Also it has been found that expression of a
particular emotion by different human being is identical. Some unrelenting emotions that last much longer result in mood.
Mood can be a result of a combination of certain emotions of a person. On the whole emotions can be categorised into two:
basic and complex.[66]
1.1 Type of Emotions
Type 1: Basic emotions are joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust and surprise as defined by Ekman [22], [23], [24].
Type 2: The complex emotions are a combination of two or more basic emotions that are experienced by a person at an
instance. Even though emotions have no clear boundaries but Plutchik [53], [54] proposes a theory with eight basic
emotions which include Ekman's six along with trust and anticipation. Plutchik has organized the emotions in a wheel
(Figure 1). The radius indicates intensity, closer to the centre, the higher the intensity. Plutchik [54] also proposed that the
eight basic emotions form four contrasting pairs like joy & sadness, anger & fear, trust & disgust, and anticipation &
surprise.

Figure 1: Plutchik Wheel of Emotions [54]
There is a scientific proof that atleast five different emotions (fear, disgust, anger, happiness, sadness) are noticeably
different in logic of triggering different combination of brain parts. Ekman's evidence found in support of Emotions being a
set of six general characteristics common to all basic emotions. From the human felt experience, it seems that there are two
fundamental dimensions besides neurological levels. First, the demeanor of experienced emotion is the degree to which it
is strongly positive or negative. Second is the level of stimulation felt that is the amount of energy alleged.
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1.2 Motivation
This study is carried out in order to explore the existing emotion mining techniques and to know which are more relevant.
This analysis is compulsory to make it possible to know which emotion mining techniques have been covered in past
studies and helps to find the gaps.
This study aims at systematically reviewing the emotion mining techniques used in the existing studies. The
result may help the researchers to get an overview of the status of emotion mining and highlights the research gaps.
1.3 Emotion categorisation by researchers
Basic Emotion Categories Identified by Researchers is depicted in Table 1.
Table 1: Basic Emotion Categories Identified by Researcher
Tomkins
(1962)

joy
anguish
fear
anger
disgust
surprise
interest
shame

Izard (1977)

enjoyment
sadness
fear
anger
disgust
surprise
interest
shame
shyness
guilt

Plutchik (1980)
[53],[54]

Ortonyet.al.
(1988)

joy
sorrow
fear
anger
disgust
surprise
acceptance
anticipation

joy
sadness
fear
anger
disgust
surprise

Ekman (1992)
[22],[23],[24]

happiness
sadness
fear
anger
disgust
surprise

1.4 Challenges
1.4.1. Keyword Selection
Topic based classification usually uses a set of keywords to classify texts in different classes. In Emotion mining, text is
classified into two classes (positive and negative) which are so different from each other. But coming up with a right set of
keyword is not a easy task. This is because emotions can often be expressed in a subtle manner making it tricky to be
identified when a sentence or document is considered in seclusion. [68]
1.4.2. Emotion is Domain Specific
Emotions are often domain specific and the meaning of emotion varies from sentence to sentence as change depends on the
context they are used in.
1.4.3. Multiple Emotions in a Sentence
Single sentence can contain multiple emotions along with subjective and accurate portions. It is helpful to segregate such
clauses. It is also important to estimate the strength of emotions in these clauses so that we can find the overall mood of the
sentence.
1.4.4. Negation Handling
Handling negation can be tricky in Emotion Mining. For example, I like this car and I don’t like this car differ from each
other by only one token but consequently are to be assigned to different and opposite classes. Negation words are called
polarity reversers.
2. RESEARCH METHODS
2.1 Planning the Research
To conduct the review on the emotion mining techniques we firstly collected the several research papers based on emotion
mining from existing authors. In each paper, we have evaluated different types of emotions and each paper has different
kind of dataset with different techniques implemented on the data set to evaluate the results.
2.2. Sources of Information
For an extensive and broad coverage of the literature, a broad perspective is necessary. To increase the probability of
highly relevant articles, a set of appropriate databases must be chosen. In this study following electronic databases are used
to search relevant studies:
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• IEEE eXplore (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org)
• ACM Digital Library (www.acm.org/dl)
• Science Direct (www.sciencedirect.com)
• Springer (www.springerlink.com)
•Wiley Interscience (www3.interscience.wiley.org)
Table2 shows the defined search strategy and number of results retrieved
Table 2: Search selection criteria
Excluded

S.No

Studies
Returned

E-Resources

Based on
Title

Based on
Abstract

Based on
full text

Keywords used

1

www.ieeexplore.ieee.org

59

18

18

5

Emotion mining,
techniques

2

www.acm.org

48

18

15

5

Emotion mining,
techniques

3

www.sciencedirect.com

8

1

2

2

Emotion mining,
techniques

4

www.springerlink.com

41

23

11

4

Emotion mining,
techniques

5

www.interscience.wiley.com

7

2

1

1

Emotion mining,
techniques

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Years

2009

2.3. Study Selection
The search engines in the above electronic databases hits number of studies, articles. In order to make the search goal
oriented and removing the irrelevant papers, the search is limited to keywords, title and abstract. We tried to extract as
much relevant literature as possible to ensure the completeness of study. The result shows the distribution of relevant
papers over the studied years from 2009 to 2019 as shown in Table3.
Table 3: Distribution of papers over years

2

0

2

4

2

3

2

5

5

8

25

Resources
www.ieeexplore.ieee.org
www.acm.org

0

2

2

0

2

1

0

1

2

1

2

www.sciencedirect.com

2

2

5

2

2

2

3

5

2

0

0

www.springerlink.com

1

1

1

1

1

0

2

0

2

1

2

www.interscience.wiley.com
1
1
0
0
1
0
2
1
2
1
2
3. CLASSIFICATION
Emotion mining techniques can be classified as shown in figure 2.
3.1 Keyword-based classification
This method classifies text based on the presence of positive or negative polarity words such as happy, joyful, delighted,
miserable, sad, terrified, and uninterested [17]. The main drawback of keyword-based classification is the inability to
steadfastly classify the negated words and polarity, as this approach depends on surface features [17]. Another drawback is
that this approach is based on the obvious presence of positive or negative polarity. The good part is it is very simple and is
user friendly.[68]
As was observed in [13] keyword-based emotion detection methods have three limitations described below.
3.1.1 Ambiguity in Keyword Definitions
Though using emotion keywords is a straightforward way to detect associated emotions, the meanings of keywords could
be multiple and vague. Most words could change their meanings according to different usages and contexts. Moreover,
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even the minimum set of emotion labels (without all their synonyms) could have different emotions in some extreme cases
such as ironic or cynical sentences.[46]

Where
ANN: Artificial Neural Network, RF: Random Forest, SVM: Support Vector Machine, GA: Genetic Algorithm, NB: Naïve
Bayes, DT: Decision Tree
Figure 2: Classification of Emotion Mining Techniques
3.1.2 Incapability of Recognizing Sentences without Keywords
Keyword-based approach is totally based on the set of emotion keywords. Therefore, sentences without any keywords
would imply they do not contain any emotions at all, which is obviously wrong. For example, “I passed my qualify exam
today” and “Hooray! I passed my qualify exam today” should imply the same emotion (joy), but the former without
“hooray” could remain undetected if “hooray” is the only keyword to detect this emotion.[46]
3.1.3 Lack of Linguistic Information
Syntax structures and semantics also have influences on expressed emotions. For example, “I laughed at him” and “He
laughed at me” would suggest different emotions from the first person’s perspective. As a result, ignoring linguistic
information also poses a problem to keyword-based methods. In summary, keyword-based methods should also detect not
only the existence of keywords, but also their linguistic information to detect emotions more accurately.[46]
3.2 Lexicon-based classification
Lexicon-based approaches construct lists of words manually labelled as having positive and negative polarity, and a
polarity score for each word is created. This constructed lexicon is used to calculate the overall emotion score of a given
text. The notable advantage of the lexicon based method is that these methods do not need training data (as the supervised
machine-learning method does). The lexicon-based method is widely used in conservative text like reviews, forums,
rhymes and blogs [45], [28]. However, they are less likely to be used for big data extracted from social media websites
[28], [76]. The key reason is the unstructured format and nature of social media websites (the data contains textual
peculiarities, informal and dynamic nature of language, new slang, abbreviations, and new expressions) [28],[76]. Even
though this approach outperforms the keyword-based classification, it still has drawbacks.
3.2.1 Corpus Based Approach
Corpus based suggests data-driven approach [39] where there is access not only to emotional labels, but to a context which
can be used to in an ML algorithm. It can certainly be a rule-based approach with NLP parsing too, or even a combination.
It derives a set of abstract rules that govern a natural language from texts in that language, and explores how that language
relates to other languages. Corpus also carries some domain specificity that can inform the algorithm of sentiment label
variety for a word depending on its context / domain. In this the set of seed words is expanded by using a large corpus of
documents from a single domain.
3.2.2 Dictionary based approach
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Dictionary-based sentiment analysis is a computational approach to measuring the feeling that a text conveys to the reader.
In the simplest case, sentiment has a binary classification: positive or negative, but it can be extended to multiple
dimensions such as fear, sadness, anger, joy, etc. This method relies heavily on a pre-defined list (or dictionary) of
Emotion-loaded words. In this the set of seed words is expanded by utilizing resources like WordNet. [73],[79]
Table 4: Comparison of various Lexicon Based Approach
Name of Lexicon
Approach

Working Principle

Dictionary Based
Approach
[73],[79]

Corpus Based
Approach [39]

Advantages

Disadvantages

used to measuring the
feeling that a text conveys
to the reader

Simple, Can be extended
to multiple dimensions

Impossible to think of all the
relevant keywords and their
variants, Lack of domain
expertise

use to suggests datadriven approach which
have access not only to
sentiment labels, but to a
context

Provide degree of
independence, helps
learner encounter a range
of real text examples

Noisy nature of large corpus,
Idiomatic nature of the corpus

3.3 Machine learning-based approach
Machine learning research has become a significant task in many application areas. Machine learning reaches throughout
recent years have magnificently created real world issues. Machine learning algorithms are grouped into supervised
learning and unsupervised learning algorithms. [68]
Table 5: Comparison of various Emotion Mining Techniques
Approach
Working Principle
Advantages
Disadvantages

Keyword based Approach
[13],[17],[46],[68]

used to classify text
based on the presence
of positive or negative
polarity words

Simple to use

Ambiguity in Keyword
Definitions, Incapability of
Recognizing Sentences without
Keywords, Lack of Linguistic
Information

Lexicon Based Approach
[28],[45],[68],[76]

Uses Predefined list or
dictionary for
classifying sentences or
words individual

No training and
modelling
required

Lacks context or domain based
classification sentences or
words individual

Machine Based Approach
[10],[68],[75]

Used to learn the
polarity of neutral
examples in the
documents.

More Suitable
for specific
domains

Affected by linguistic variation
problems

3.3.1 Supervised learning
Supervised learning is also known as machine learning or automatic learning. Supervised learning typically requires two
types of datasets: (i) training set and (ii) testing set.
Training set is used by classifier to learn a classification model; while testing set is used to validate the generated
model.The main drawback of supervised machine learning algorithms is the responsibility to create a training example. The
training example must be broad enough to make the algorithm effective and consistent enough to classify the illustration in
test data.[68]
3.3.1.1 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
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The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a mathematical modelling approach that is stimulated by the operative processes
of the human mind [75]. It is based on the artificial adaptive system which has some form of distributive architecture [10].
The system in ANN encompasses closely knit adaptive processing elements called artificial neurons or nodes which are
proficient in carrying out enormous analogous and parallel computations for the purpose of information processing and
Knowledge representation [19][68].
3.3.1.2 Random Forest
Random Forests is a classification and regression method based on the collection of a proliferation of decision trees [8].
Recently, attention has been given to ensemble learning, a method which can create several classifiers and produce
aggregate results [41]. The two commonly known and used methods for the classification of trees are boosting as proposed
by [58] and bagging as proposed by [40]. The latter proposed the general operating mechanism of the Random Forest (RF),
which augments the additional layer of randomness to bagging. In RF, each tree is a standard Classification or Regression
Tree (CART) Moreover; it picks the splitting predictor from a arbitrarily chosen subset of predictors. Each tree is made-up
by using a bootstrap sample of the data and the prediction of all trees are finally accumulated by means of majority
voting[8] [68].
3.3.1.3 Support Vector Machine
Support vector machines are considered to be universal learners. Generically they learn linear threshold functions.
However, with the use of a suitable kernel function plug in, they can be used to learn in different applications in the form
of radical basic function and sigmoid neural networks and be trained on polynomial classifiers [70]. SVMs were initially
intended for binary classification, but research has extended it into a multiclass classification. There are two commonly
used approaches for multiclass SVMs. The first deals with fabricating and conjoining the number of binary classifiers, and
the second one directly involve keeping all data in one optimization construction [14] [68].
3.3.1.4 Genetic Algorithm
The idea of developing the Genetic Algorithm was initiated and developed by John Holland in the year 1975 in his book
``Adaptation in natural and artificial systems''. Since then, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been increasingly documented
as a popular evolutionary computational research technique [65]. It has gained recognition over the years as an
optimization tool in a variety of research domains, including computer science, operational research, engineering,
management, and social sciences[2][65]. A major reason behind the apprehension of this technique is its diversified
applicability, efficiency of operations, and applicability on global scenario [16][43][68].
3.3.1.5 Naïve Bayes
The Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier has long been used in most applications of supervised machine learning. It is considered a
tool for the retrieval of data [15]. It is based on a simple theorem of probability for making a probabilistic model of data.
The mechanics of the NB algorithm are applied to numeric data [44]. It is simple, easy to understand, and quick for
classification. It normally entails a minimal data set for training and then is used to foretell the parameters needed for
classification purposes. [68]
3.3.1.6 Decision Tree
The decision tree (DT) classifier has been widely used for prediction and classification of tasks. The rules in creating the
decision tree are easy to understand. The classifiers built through the decision tree are given in hierarchical representation.
The tree is composed of decision nodes, event nodes, edge, and path [37]. A variety of classifiers are used in a
variety of applications. Some of the DT classifiers are ID3, C4.5, and C5.0, but a common problem that has been found in
the DT classifier is the ability to incorporate all types of variations in data, including noise when trees get bigger and
deeper. This problem is commonly known as over-fitting. In addition, the structure of the tree is deformed with the addition
of data. To shun this problem, the random forest technique is recommended in which many trees are shaped and trained by
dividing the training sets, and outcomes are generated through aggregation of all trees. [68]
Table 6: Comparison of various Lexicon Based Approach Machine learning supervised algorithms
Machine learning Supervised
algorithms

Working Principle

Advantages

Disadvantages

Artificial Neural
Networks[10][19][68][75]

Uses closely knitted adaptive
processing elements which are
proficient in carrying out
enormous analogues and parallel
computations

Better accuracy, enough data
to train

Entail more processing
power, mainly employed
on graphics processing
units

Random Forest
[8][41][58][68][70]

Uses classification and regression
method

Effective defence against
over fitting, uses many
features so no need of feature
selection algorithm

Low model interpretability
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Support Vector Machine
[14][68][70]

Used to learn different
application which are in form of
radical basic function

provides considerably fast
classifiers, has potential
generalisation ability

selection of kernel is
difficult

Genetic Algorithm
[2][16][43][65][68]

Genetic Algorithms are search
and optimization techniques in a
multifaceted search space.

Flexible, robust and efficient
in nature

Global maxima is difficult
to find, requires much
more time

Naïve Bayes [15][44][68]

Used for making the probabilistic
model of data and is used for
numeric data

simple, easy to understand,
quick technique

Susceptibility to Bayesian
poisoning, decrease
effectiveness of the system

Decision Tree [8][33]

Used to recognise different type
of patterns

Easy to understand

Inability to corporate all
types of variations in data
including noise when trees
are bigger and deeper

3.3.2 Unsupervised Learning
Another type of machine learning is unsupervised learning algorithms. The working principle of this algorithm is to
identify the hidden associations in unlabeled data. The unsupervised learning methods are based on calculating
resemblance differences between data. For example, it calculates k-means in which similarity between data is computed
based on proximity measures, such as Euclidean distance. [68]
Table 7: Application Domains
Category

dataset

Area

Health Care [20][32][56]

Facebook, Daily Strength and Twitter

Medical Science, Drugs and
Health Care

Politics [1][11][58]

Weblogs, Twitter

Policy making

Financial Sector [33][34][74]

Yahoo message box, Tweets

Stock Market

Tourism [21][34][64]

Trip advisor, Twitter

Tourism, Hospitality

Sports [61][77]

Twitter

Sports

Reviews [12][25][35][56]

Amazon, Trip Advisor, Youtube and
Yahoo blog

Product Review, Hotel Review
and Travelling Review

Marketing and Sales [7][18][72]

appannie.com, epinion.com, Facebook
Page

sales

Assessment and Evaluation [5][38]

Thai Stories Dataset

Assessment

Media [12][25][35][44][56]

Local Newspaper

Media

3.4 Emotion Mining in Big Data
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Most of existing emotion datasets are relatively small, of the order of thousands of entries, which fail to provide a complete
coverage of emotion-triggering events and situations [28][76].
Various big data mining techniques are as follows:
Table 8: Various Big Data Mining Techniques
Big Data Mining Techniques

Description

Clustering
[9],[10][26][36][44][51][57] [67]

It is the process of making a group of objects into classes of similar objects

Classification [11] [36][51][67][69]

It is derivation of model which determines the class of an object based on its
attributes.

Regression [9]
[10][36][44][51][67][69]

It is used to predict a range of numeric values given in a particular dataset

Pattern recognition [9][30][36][60]

Pattern recognition is the automated recognition of patterns and regularities in
data.

Probabilistic Algorithm [30][44][60]

A probabilistic algorithm is an algorithm where the result and/or the way the result
is obtained depend on chance.

Table 9: Summary of common methods used in Emotion Mining Techniques

Machine Learning
Approach

Lexicon Based
Approach

ANN

[10],[19],[68],[75]

RF

[8],[40],[41],[58],[68]

SVM

[4],[14],[26],[27],[29],[42],[51],[57],[60],[68],[70]

GA

[2],[16],[43],[65],[68]

NB

[6],[42],[44],[68],[80]

DT

[37],[42],[68],[80]

DBA

[28].[30],[31],[36],[45],[62],[71],[73],[79]

[28],[30],[31],[36],[39],[45],[62],[71],[76]
Where
ANN: Artificial Neural Network, RF: Random Forest, SVM: Support Vector Machine, GA: Genetic Algorithm, NB: Naïve
Bayes, DT: Decision Tree, DBA: Dictionary Based Approach, CBA: Corpus Based Approach
CBA

4. DISCUSSION
The Study depicts that large no. of papers used SVM supervised machine learning emotion mining technique followed by
dictionary based approach. The study indicates that Lexicon-based approach outperforms supervised machine learning
approach not only in terns of accuracy and precision but also in terms of economy of time and efforts used as Lexicon
approach avoids the laborious step that are needed for labelling the data to train the classifiers whereas SML is capable to
adapt and then create models for which the classifiers are being trained. Many studies indicates that the SML approach is
having high precision whereas others indicate that Lexicon approach is equally competitive due to less hard work required
for classifiers training. Therefore, the supremacy and the limitations of the technique used may depend upon the situation
and objectives for which it is being used and the result of the same may vary from techniques to technique used. Several
problems such as handling of implicit product features and dealing with negation, ambiguity and lack of linguistic
information etc. are the major challenges discussed in this paper.
5. CONCLUSION
Emotion Mining is the active area of research and has promising future. Many techniques of Emotion Mining are being
discussed in this paper. The result of this study may help new users in understanding the wide range of available
techniques.
The study showed that there is some consistency between the different proposed techniques and these techniques
continue to increase their consistency. It is also observed that different techniques can be combined to overcome each
other’s limitation and provide a better classification all around. The study focused on the emotion mining hot applications.
In addition to being able to create various applications, the ability to detect emotions automatically can increase humancomputer interaction. Therefore, it is concluded that Lexicon-based approach is performing better than SML approach as it
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can efficiently handle data from different domains. SML approach can handle data from different domains efficiently only
if enough data is collected in each domain which is quite time consuming process.
The future work may be to use the existing techniques and to develop a new technique to mine emotions.
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